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We constructed a 3He magnetic force microscope operating at the base temperature of 300 mK
under a vector magnetic field of 2-2-9 T in the x–y–z direction. Fiber optic interferometry as a
detection scheme is employed in which two home-built fiber walkers are used for the alignment
between the cantilever and the optical fiber. The noise level of the laser interferometer is close to its
thermodynamic limit. The capabilities of the sub-Kelvin and vector field are demonstrated by imaging
the coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity in a ferromagnetic superconductor (ErNi2B2C)
at T = 500 mK and by probing a dipole shape of a single Abrikosov vortex with an in-plane tip
magnetization. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941959]
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is one of the most
versatile imaging techniques at the nanoscale. Magnetic force
microscopy (MFM),1 a variant of AFM with a magnetized tip,
plays an important role in studying the formation of magnetic
domains in magnetic materials,2–4 vortex dynamics in super-
conductors,5–12 and exotic spin structures such as skyrmions.13
So far, several home-built low-temperature MFMs have been
operated down to the 4He temperature within a single axis
magnet.3,14–18 On the other hand, MFM apparatus operat-
ing under high demanding conditions, such as sub-Kelvin
temperatures and vector magnetic fields, are rare,19,20 although
they are useful for understanding unconventional (e.g., heavy
fermion) superconductivity21 and quantum/molecular magne-
tism at the nanoscale under extreme conditions.22 At present,
the demand for a sub-Kelvin MFM is high for investigating
f -electron physics as a recent scanning tunneling microscopy
study resolves the competition of f - and d-electrons in heavy
fermion systems.23,24 In addition, the use of a vector magnet al-
lows further insight into anisotropy in superconductivity such
as non-uniform pairing symmetry and magnetic penetration
depth.25
In this article, we report the construction of a 3He MFM
with a vector field of 2-2-9 T for the x–y–z direction and a
base temperature of T = 300 mK. We calibrate the system’s
stray field by imaging Abrikosov vortices as a function of field
and demonstrate its low temperature and vector field capa-
bilities by resolving the coexistence of superconductivity and
magnetism in a ferromagnetic superconductor at T = 500 mK,
as well as by imaging the change of a single vortex shape
depending on the direction of the tip magnetization. Our 3He
MFM system allows investigating phenomena emerging un-
der extreme conditions such as superconductivity in heavy
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fermions, anisotropic superconductivity, and the interplay of
magnetism and superconductivity.
II. INSTRUMENTATION
A. 3He cryostat insert and Dewar with a vector magnet
We employ a custom-built 3He cryostat and a low-loss
Dewar with a vector magnet from Janis, LLC [see Fig. 1(a)].
The outer jacket of the Dewar is evacuated to a pressure lower
than 10−5 Torr prior to cool down. The liquid 4He consumption
is about 10 l a day without magnetic field applied. To minimize
the effect of heat radiation, baffles are installed inside the dis-
placer. The heat load from electrical wires has been minimized
by winding them around thermal anchors which are attached to
the 1-K pot. We control the sample temperature via charcoal,
1-K pot, and 3He pot [see Fig. 1(a)]. The base temperature
(T = 300 mK) of the 3He pot is reached within 4 hours from
T = 4 K and remains for 8 hours if initially all 25 L of 3He
gas was condensed. The three-axis vector magnet is located at
the bottom of the Dewar as shown in Fig. 1(a) and immersed in
liquid 4He cryogen. We can apply the vector field of 2-2-9 T in
the x–y–z direction, with a field homogeneity of±0.1% over a
sphere of 1 cm diameter at the sample position. The electronics
for the vector magnet are supplied by Cryomagnetics, Inc., and
controlled by a home-made LabVIEW-based program.
B. MFM head
The MFM head consists of three parts: (i) the tip stage,
(ii) the sample stage, and (iii) the scanner and x, y, z coarse
positioners.
1. Tip stage
The tip stage consists of the cantilever, an optical fiber,
and two fiber walkers, as shown in Fig. 1(a). It detaches conve-
niently from the MFM head, allowing an easy replacement of a
cantilever. The cantilever is secured via a Be-Cu spring which
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic cross section for the front view of the whole MFM system, a zoom-in on the MFM head, and a zoom-in on the tip stage. (b) Top view of
the sample stage.
also establishes an electrical connection for electric scanning
probe microscopy modes such as conducting AFM, electric
force microscopy, and Kelvin force microscopy. We use an
optical interferometric system for measuring the cantilever
motion that is directly proportional to the force between the tip
and sample. A mechanism to optimize the alignment between
the cantilever and the fiber end is of importance for low temper-
ature applications.26 Therefore, we adopt two compact home-
built walkers to control the relative position of the fiber and the
tip in the x-z direction: x for the cantilever’s center in width
and z for the fiber-tip distance. The intensity and sensitivity
of the MFM signal can be maximized by the following proce-
dure: First, the x walker locates the fiber at the middle of the
cantilever to achieve the maximum signal intensity. Then, the
z walker regulates the tip-fiber position to achieve a maximum
sensitivity (described in detail in Section II C).
2. Sample stage
The sample stage is attached directly to the 3He pot via
four Cu rods, allowing a good thermal anchoring. Note that
the sample stage is firmly fixed and static while the tip stage is
mounted onto the scanner and walkers. This way we achieve
an optimal cooling of the samples to base temperature. A
horizontal sliding mechanism for replacing the sample holder
ensures a safe and easy mounting procedure. The Au-plated
Cu sample holder has a resistive heater element (a 9-Ω chip
resistor for surface mount) and a cernox temperature sensor
for an additional temperature control together with the 3He-
pot control. We can study several samples during a single
cool down with our multi-sample stage [see Fig. 1(b)] due to
the large walking range of the piezo-walkers. This not only
avoids lengthy warm-up and cool-down procedures for chang-
ing samples but it also allows to perform comparative studies
among the installed samples under consistent conditions, such
as the geometry of the cantilever, and the tip magnetization.
The sample holder is grounded electrically to the MFM head
[see Fig. 1(a)].
3. Scanner and walkers
In general, a piezo-tube scanner, routinely used in scann-
ing tunneling microscope, offers a simple, cost-efficient, and
rigid scanning solution in spite of a cross talk between z and
x–y motions as well as a small scan range in the z direc-
tion. For MFM applications, the large scan area is required to
image the µm-size magnetic domains. We therefore employ
a compact, commercially available Attocube scanner (AN-
Sxyz100). Its principle is based on a piezo-driven lever arm
mechanism and each axis is decoupled from one another. It
offers a scan range of 50 × 50 × 24 µm3 at 300 K and 30 × 30
× 15 µm3 at 4 K, respectively. We use three Attocube walkers
(Attocube, ANPx101/RES, ANPz/RES) with a travel distance
of 5 mm each for a coarse positioning. An electrical connection
to the scanner and walkers is established through a home-built
24-pin connector at the bottom of the head [see Fig. 1(a)].
Manganin wires with low thermal and electrical conductivity
and Cu wires are used for the scanner and the piezo-walkers,
respectively, because the high resistance of manganin wires
results in a large decay time constant, which is detrimental for
the performance of a stick-slip walker. The decay time constant
of a driving voltage should be as small as 10 µs for a stick-slip
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walker: For example, the capacitance of the Attocube walker
is 5 µF, requiring the wire resistance as small as 2 Ω.
We use a standard sample (TGXYZ01/NM from Mikro-
Masch with 20 nm step height and 3 µm step width) for
calibrating the scanner in x, y , and z directions at room- and
base temperature. A resulting topographic image obtained at
room temperature is shown in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b), we show
the MFM image of a hard disk drive obtained in amplitude-
modulation mode at ambient conditions with the tip-lift height
of 100 nm. Individual magnetic bits are clearly resolved.
An alternative route to calibrate the z-motion of the scan-
ner utilizes the optical interferometric system. By intentionally
misaligning the fiber with respect to the tip, we can illuminate
the sample rather than the back of the cantilever. The resulting
interference signal as presented in Fig. 2(c) is obtained by
scanning the z-range. Since the wavelength of the laser is fixed
and well-defined we can easily and accurately determine the
scanner’s temperature-dependent performance, summarized
in Fig. 2(d): With increasing temperature, the walking distance
of the scanner increases, leading to a growing deviation be-
tween nominal and actual value. From these datapoints, we
can extract the scanning distance per applied bias at a given
temperature.
C. Optical interferometric system
The optical interferometer system provides a stable, low-
noise environment for the detection of a cantilever motion.26–29
We use a 2 × 2 coupler with an intensity ratio of 9:1 (Gould
Fiber Optics). A solid state laser (S3FC1550, Thorlabs) with a
wavelength of λ = 1550 nm offers a good control of tempera-
ture and power. The photon energy of the laser (λ = 1550 nm
≈ 0.8 eV) is smaller than the band gap of a Si cantilever (Eg
≈ 1.1 eV), and thus transfers less heat than a laser of smaller
wavelength. We minimize the laser fluctuation by adjusting
the laser power and temperature by monitoring the stability of
the interferogram. The adjusted laser power delivered to the
cantilever is as small as 40 µW to avoid a direct cantilever
heating. The laser power and temperature on operation are
typically 0.34 mW and 23 ◦C, respectively. Note that such
optimal parameters may vary even with the same laser model.
We use angled physical contact (APC) plugs for all optical
connections to minimize undesired reflections from optical
connectors though the laser and the photo-detector have built-
in physical contact (PC) plugs. Therefore, we use a custom
spec adaptor to connect PC with APC. The schematic diagram
for the interferometer system is depicted in Fig. 3. The inci-
dent laser beam passes through an optical isolator (Thorlabs
IO-H-1550APC) to discriminate any side bands and is split
into two beams via an optical coupler. 90% of the incident
beam goes into the photo-detector (new focus model 2117)
through an attenuator and serves as a reference signal (blue
dotted lines in Fig. 3). The remaining 10% is fed into the
microscope head, where it partly transmits through the cleaved
fiber end, and reflects at the cantilever. The remaining part of
the beam is reflected at the fiber end and interferes with the
reflected light from the back of cantilever within the fiber;
this interference signal is fed into the coupler (see Fig. 3).
Both the reference and the interference signal are fed into
the balanced photo-detector, which allows the DC part of the
interference signal to be zero since it is subtracted from the
interference. Thus, the removal of the DC signal results in a
FIG. 2. (a) Topographic image of the calibration sample from MikroMasch. (b) MFM signal from a disassembled hard disk drive. (c) Interferometer signal as
a function of the nominal z-scanner motion for various temperatures. (d) Nominal / actual scanning distance vs. temperature (black squares) together with the
scanner’s operating parameters (red circles).
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FIG. 3. Schematics of the optical interferometric system.
wide dynamic span of an amplifier allowing an increase of the
DC gain as well as the subtraction of DC laser fluctuations.
The interference intensity measured by a photo-detector is as
follows:
I = I1 − I2 cos
(
4πD
λ
)
, (1)
where I1 is the laser power and I2 is proportional to I1 multi-
plied by the optical visibility of the system, D is the fiber-
cantilever distance, and λ is the wavelength of the laser.18 For
a fixed wavelength, the intensity change due to the cantilever
motion is the most sensitive when 4πD/λ is close to a multiple
of π/2, because the variation in intensity due to the change of
D is maximum at these points: For example, dI
dD
is maximized
when 4πD/λ is a multiple of π/2. Therefore we regulate the
fiber-cantilever distance at these crossing points by the fiber
piezo. Here we note that another method successfully applied
to optimize the interferometer operating point is by slightly
modifying the laser’s wavelength, e.g., by controlling its oper-
ating temperature.29 While this simple approach requires no
additional mechanical parts such as internal fiber walkers,
the response is rather slow as every slight change of laser
temperature necessitates a certain time period of stabilization.
In addition, only a large tip-fiber distance results in a large
enough interferometer sweep. Our method, in contrast, allows
for fast and stable sweeps, and can operate at any initial tip-
fiber distance.
III. CHARACTERIZATION AND PERFORMANCE
A. Vibration isolation and noise characterization
In order to minimize the mechanical noise, our micro-
scope will be installed into a newly constructed vibration isola-
tion laboratory at the Institute for Basic Science in Pohang,
as shown in Fig. 4. A 20-ton concrete block resting on the
heavy duty damping springs serves as the base for our system.
Three pneumatic legs standing on the concrete block carry a
home-built triangular wooden table filled with lead bricks of
800 kg to further lower the system’s resonance frequency. The
3He cryostat insert is fixed on the table, and the Dewar with
a vector magnet moves up and down for experiments through
the rectangular pit.
FIG. 4. Schematics of the vibration isolation laboratory.
We characterize the thermal noise level of our microscope
as follows:30
δ f min =

f0kBT B
2πkQA2
, (2)
where f0, kB, T , B, k, Q, and A are resonance frequency, Boltz-
mann constant, temperature, measurement bandwidth, spring
constant, quality factor, and oscillation amplitude, respec-
tively. Based on our typical operation parameters ( f0 = 75195
Hz, B = 100 Hz, k = 2.8 N/m, Q = 48554, and A = 4.8 nm)
at T = 4.2 K, the minimum detectable frequency shift is δ f min
= 4.6 mHz, and the corresponding minimal detectable force
gradient is∂F
min
z
∂z
 = 2k · δ f
min
f0
= 3.4 · 10−7N/m. (3)
The measured background, as shown by the red profile line in
Fig. 5(a), varies by about 7.4 · 10−7 N/m, which only deviates
by a factor of 2 from the thermodynamic noise limit. Addi-
tional noise fluctuations can be attributed to electrical noise,
mechanical vibrations, and possible magnetic inhomogene-
ities at the measurement position. The MFM signal magnitude
of an Abrikosov vortex in the Nb film [black profile line in
Fig. 5(a)] exceeds the noise level by a factor of about 40, which
is comparable to the previous report.18
B. MFM results
Here we present two experimental results demonstrating
the performance of our home-built 3He MFM. The images of
Abrikosov vortices obtained in a Nb film highlight the vector
magnet capability. The simultaneous image of ferromagnetism
and superconductivity at T = 500 mK in ErNi2B2C proves the
sub-Kelvin operation.
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FIG. 5. (a) Abrikosov vortices in a superconducting Nb film imaged with an out-of-plane magnetized MFM tip. Line profiles of the vortex and the background
are presented as black and red solid lines. (b) Vortices imaged at the same sample position with an in-plane magnetized MFM tip. The insets in (a) and (b)
indicate the magnetic field direction of the tip and vortex. (c) Four representative MFM images obtained at different magnetic fields. (d) Number of vortices on
a 10×10 µm2 area as a function of the out-of-plane applied magnetic field. All images were taken at T = 4.2 K and with a tip-sample distance of 300 nm.
1. Vector magnet experiments
The images of vortices in Fig. 5, obtained from a Nb film,
show the vector magnet capability of our MFM. The Nb thin
film was grown on a Si substrate via electron beam deposition
with a film thickness and critical temperature of 300 ± 5 nm
and Tc = 8.8 K, respectively. The tip was magnetized along
the z direction, perpendicular to the surface of the Nb film, by
applying a magnetic field of 10 kOe larger than the tip coercive
field (∼300 Oe). We field-cool the sample from T = 12 K
(above Tc) in the presence of a few Oersted magnetic fields.
Due to local pinning centers, the penetrating flux quanta can
be trapped within the scan frame, while the sample remains in
the pure Meissner state. The resulting MFM image is shown
in Fig. 5(a); the inset sketches the field lines from a single
vortex. The vortex image with an in-plane tip magnetization is
shown in Fig. 5(b) after polarizing the tip magnetization along
the in-plane direction by a vector magnet. The scan areas in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are identical. The MFM signal of a vortex
resembles a dipole, which is in contrast to the monopole signal
of an out-of-plane tip magnetization directions [see Fig. 5(a)].
The two different vortex images result from the two different
tip magnetizations. In general, the force gradient is positive
for an attractive interaction between the tip and vortex as it is
negative for a repulsive interaction. The tip magnetized with
an in-plane field experiences both positive and negative force
gradients as it crosses a single vortex, which results in dipole-
like vortex as shown in Fig. 5(b). This result displays a good
demonstration of a vector field effect.
Imaging vortices as a function of applied field allows us to
estimate the stray field of our setup. The vortex images at four
different magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 5(c). Note that the
polarity of the vortices changes the sign with field, as indicated
by the MFM contrast. The number of vortices per scan frame
as a function of fields is shown in Fig. 5(d). The experimental
flux quantum Φexp can be obtained from Fig. 5(d) as follows:
n = 1
ΦexpA
B + Bstray, where n is the number of vortices for a
scan area of A and Bstray is the stray field. We find a stray field of
Bstray=+6.7 G, and for a given area of A = 100 µm2, we obtain
Φexp = 20.02 ± 0.84 G µm2, which is in good agreement with
the theoretical quantum flux of Φ0 = h/2e ≈ 20.67 G µm2.
2. Ultra-low temperature experiments
In order to demonstrate the low temperature capability,
we investigate magnetism in ErNi2B2C, a magnetic super-
conductor, at the sub-Kelvin temperature.31 It turns supercon-
ducting below Tc = 10.5 K and develops a weak ferromag-
netic order below TWFM = 2.3 K within the superconducting
phase. The MFM image shown in Fig. 6(a) was obtained at T
= 500 mK and clearly shows magnetic stripes as well as
Abrikosov vortices (dark spots), indicating a coexistence of
magnetism and superconductivity. At temperatures higher
than TWFM, the bright stripes vanish as shown in Figs. 6(b) and
6(c), signaling the fading of the magnetic order upon reach-
ing the ferromagnetic transition. At elevated temperatures,
the vortices tend to be mobile by overcoming local pinning
potentials, which allows a manipulation of vortices via the
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FIG. 6. (a) MFM image of the magnetic superconductor ErNi2B2C, obtained at T = 500 mK. (b) and (c) Subsequent images obtained on the same scan area at
1.0 K and 5.0 K, respectively. All images were taken with a tip-sample distance of 700 nm. (d) Comparison of Meissner force curves from ErNi2B2C at 500 mK
(dashed black curve) and a reference sample (Nb, solid red curve) to determine λL.31
tip magnetic moment upon scanning. This is evident from
the smeared-out vortex lines in Fig. 6(c). The absolute values
of the local London penetration depth (λL) can be obtained
through a comparative Meissner technique, as shown in Fig.
6(d).32–34 When the sample is in the superconducting state,
the magnetic tip experiences a Meissner force which grows
algebraically with decreasing the tip-sample distance. Using a
comparative method, one can extract the absolute value of λL
by overlaying the Meissner force curve of the sample (dashed
black curve) with that of a Nb reference sample (solid red
curve), λL,Nb = 110 nm. The addition of the shifted distance of
100 nm to λL,Nb leads to a penetration depth in ErNi2B2C of
λL,ENBC = 210 nm. This straightforward method to measure
λL, one of the two intrinsic superconducting parameters, at
sub-Kelvin temperatures under a vector field allows further
investigation of exotic superconductivity together with anisot-
ropy.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we constructed a 3He MFM operating at a
base temperature of 300 mK under vector magnetic fields of
Hxyz = 2-2-9 T. We employed a low-noise fiber interferometer
system with a noise level close to its thermodynamic limit. The
sub-Kelvin and vector field capabilities of the apparatus were
demonstrated by imaging the shape change of the Abrikosov
vortices from monopole to dipole according to the rotation of
the tip magnetization from out-of-plane to in-plane in a Nb film
and by resolving the coexistence of magnetism and supercon-
ductivity in ErNi2B2C at T = 500 mK. Our 3He MFM opens
the door to investigate magnetism in exotic superconduct-
ing phenomena emerging at sub-Kelvin temperatures, such
as magnetically mediated superconductivity in heavy fermion
systems and the nonlinear Meissner effect with an anisotropic
pairing symmetry. It furthermore allows us to study the anisot-
ropy of unconventional magnetic domains in a vector magnetic
field.
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